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. A study of the literature cn reading can introduce
teachers to current methods for improving'reading instruction. One
current approach is the individualized reading 'program, in which
children read trade books; such a program is built around individual
cO4strehces devoted to the accomplAhment of individual.ohjec . A

second approach, the Wisconsin Design for Reading Skill Developmen
.

provides individualized instruction by. means of .individualized sic$1l
astessaeut in six major reading areas. The Individually P scribed
Method of Instruction (IPI) is based' cn continuous grog ess, mastery

.- .

of needed skills, achievement in subject latter, prog mined

instruction, Systems analysis, and behavioral ohject es. Traditional
programs involve grouping children according 'to read g level and
using basal readers, teachers' manuals, workbooks, an supplementary
materials; ,such programs have been found to have den ite strength".
Inservice programs, should be designed to help improve reading
instruction, but their number is decreasing because of budgetary
peobless. Finally,. one type of reading improvement program in
.existence is that off,red in colleges to helpstudents improve their
reading and. study skills. (GW) / .
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The ability to/readbrings a reader into &realm of happiness; imaginative excit

ment, and an active partiCipation into a real or nahlreal world., A continuous,

systematic and balanced :reading program is necessary if childf.en and youth are to be

taught to read successfully as well 'as to read for enjoyment. The nature of the

reading process requires a systematic and developmental teaching approach. In such

a program emphasis would be placed m94e directly on reading as a meaningful act

associated with clearer and more effective communication.

A continuous program in reading should begin in the primary grades and\continue

through the junior/senior high schools and college. Systematic instruction should

occur at each level of a continuous program. In'discussing reading programs, William

S. Gray summarized the research and reflected his pinions when he,stated:

. ()'systematic basal instruction makes its greatest con-

tribution in promoting essential understanding, attitudes and skills

in reading; (b) stimulating supplementary reading and activity

t

programs are highly produdtive in cultivating favorable attitudes

toward reading, in deepening reading interests and in enriching

the experience ofchildren;,(c) a sound reading program should

m4e use of the advantages inherent in both systematic'instruc-

tion in reading and challenging activities in all curriculum

fields; (d) the optimum amount of systematic instruction varies

with conditions such as the needs and. capacities of children and

the skill of the teacher.
1

V

Though corrective work in reading may be necessary, the establishment of an

effective program is the goal.

, P

Overviews of Selected Research

A. "The Teaching of Reading Through the Use of Trade, Books."

Dr. Lyman Hunt, the director of the reading center, at the University of'Vermont
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emphasizes that children should spend blocks of time reading extensively from a

, .

.

vFiety of possible choices. The individualized reading.prOgram is based on tht
k

. r-,

. % A

premise that a child's pattern of leatning cannot be predetermined by either the

2

rate or manner of learning by the child. The child's systematic learning process

. can best be guided within a highly flexible framework thatallows each individual

,child consideraVe choice in reading material'as %Sell as being guided by a flexible

teaching judgment. '--

A variety of arrangepents and organizations are used within the clasroom-but

the watchword is flexibility. 'There is a definite need to provide children with

an opportunity to become exposed to a multitude Of ideas; they need periods of

uninterrupted sustained silent reading so they may pursue complex story lines and to

see more continuois development of their character's.. Providing this opportunity for

each child to feed extensively in the world of literature and other printed material

is a program most frequently termed as an individualized reading program.

Certain aspects of this program may va among teachers, depending on the

teacher herself and her interpretation of the goals of the program, based on, the

skills needed-developed for each child in her classroom. Basic-principles of individu-

,alized reading are common to near-Ty-all situations. Some of these typical

elehients which may pertain to your classroom goals may be:

Rather than using a textbook series for instructional purposes,

literature-books maptedominte as an.instructional

. The children may be encouraged to make personal choices with regard

to their. reading material.

Each child will read at his owa rate and set his own pace for his

reading goals.

4. Individual conference between the teacher and each child so,progress_
/.

and accomplishments may be noted.
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5. Each child .will carry his reading into some form of summarizing

aCtivity.

6. Individual retiords may be kept by the teacher or.child or both;

7. Grouping, shOuld be for a purpose and when.this purpose is

accomplished each child should leave the group.

8. Word recognition and related skills are taught in relation to

each child's need.

A program that employs the use of literature books as a core for individualized

reading as well as activities for overlearning and transferring of skills is, markedly

different from a textbook program where children are assigned te'groups according to

their reading levels. In the'textboOk program, sonde childreh are grOuped, directed

reading instruction is presented to all children simultaneously according to proce-

dures outlined, in the teacher's manual. Each child in a group is bound to a pace

determined by the group, the material and the directions given by the teacher. In

individualized reading\te_oppoqte conditions become more prevalent; each chilitwill

spend blocks of time reading extensively a variety of 'choices.

The overwhelming and ever growing khowleOge available for children.in literature,

creates a vital goal of givLn.g each child the. opportunity, under teacher guidance,

to bring this, world of vast knowledge into direct'being wi ,ph each child. 'Each child

should have the classroom time to explore and select books that will probe his inner

awareness as well as his enjoyment for rea

As was mentioned earlier, as a class m goal, was the importance of the individual

conference in t 'he individualized reading program. As this type of program is a ylto-
.

one interaction of teacher and child so m st a the conference. Dr's. Jeanette Veach

and Lyman Hunt both agree that the."mept" of -individualized program is the con-

ference. 'Prior to implementing the conference, S)e teacher should develop objectives

to the purpose and,outcome of the conference. Some common objectives of the individual

conference found in many classrooms are:

5



. Each child should develop a basic understanding of

comprehension skills.

personal adjustments in 'relation to his reading selections.

developing mechanical skills.

el

, Under each of these headings a leacher may have sub-headings that may meet. the
--;')" 1 'S

.
. -

.

needs of-the individual child in her classroom. Such objectives may be:

A. Development of Comprehension Skills

1. central thought .

2. inference-critical reading

3. value judgments

4. determine author sequence

3. follow plot sequence

B. Personal Adjustments in Relation. to Reading Selections

1. ight into personal interest story

2. of peer group reaction

3. :Ilisight to possible personality behavior changes

C. 'Developing Mechanical Skills

1. word definitigns

2. study Skills

3. 'ability to analyze skills

Ms. Elaine Wonsavage reveals j.n her research that here are three general areas of

concern that hq9e been raised by classroom teachers' as well as administrators in reprd

to impaementihg such a program. 'These areas of concern are:

1. Teacher readiness and understanding of the program.

2. The cost apd amount of mlterials needed.

3. 'Ille,placement and method of teaching the needed skills:

6
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B. "The Teaching of Reading Through the'Use of Systems"

" 6

Dr. Waynp Ptio, and'his staff at the Wisoonsin Research and Development' Center
S.

for Cognitive Learning,.originated the Wisconsin Design for Reading Skill Development.

This program provides reading instruction at the elementary levelthrough a skill

centered approach. It is the direct result of the needs expressed'by classroom

teachers and reading. specialists.

The intent of this program is to provide individualized instruction through the

use of individualized,skill assessment. A mastery checklist of reading 'skills is

provided for the teacher who in turn may determine the specific skill needs of her

pupils. The Design structure includes an outline of reading skills in six major areas

and correspcinding behavioral objedtives. These six skill areas are:

I. Word Attack

II. Comprehension

.114. Study .Skills

IV. Self-Pirected Reading

V. Interpretive Reading

- VI. Creative Reading

Each of these skill areas are divided into four to seven levels of mastery. The

most thoroughly dev&loped area is word attack. Children have 45 word attack skills

. .

they must master. Upon mastering these skills, they'will be able to attack phonically

and/or structural1y regular words on an independent basis and recognize on siiht all

words on the Dolch list. The comprehension skills are constructed as to assist child-

ran in gaining meaningful information from printed material at a sixth grade reada-

bility level. The third area is that of study skills. There are 132 skill related

areas to be developed. When mastered, children should be able to locate-and derive

information from star4ard referent sources as well as maps, graphs and tables. The

skill areas of self-directed reading, interpretive and creatitre reading are acco ied
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by a general .framework or an "open" set of objectives that ire, subject, to teacher

interpretation.

Tile scope end sequence of this program fo0r skill development is very

and inclusive, while it is at the same,kime flexible in structure. While

find certain aspects of the Design program to be beneficial, for students

6

thorough

many teachers

as well as

themselves, others find those same points to be less desirable. When considering

the use of the Design, it'eay be noted that the framework of this program includes

sufficient skill areas related only to the reading section of your language arts

curriculum. Language, spelling and handwriting programs should be implemented along

with the DeSign.

The effectiveness o such a program brings Elaine Wonsavage's research back into

the framework of the resign. As the Design is a skills program, Ms. Wonsavage's

esearch 'dicates that in teaching individualized reading through a systematic skill

approach, a, t acher may omit skills or may not be able to mai tain a balance of skills

that need to be developed in a particaar grade. Concern is,a o stated that the

average classroom teacher may not have sufficient time to develop a one-to-one

conference that could encompass the skills thAt are being taught.

Bl. "The Individually Prescribed Method of Instruction (IPI)"

The IPI programs, that' are in.use, have a detailed and very comprehensive and

systematic structure.

are used. Dr. Lyman

may readily be seen in the materials and manuals that
4

. Of the University of Vermont has established an inter-

esting analogy of IPI that m. make this program-more meaningful to the classroom'

teacher:

.

....yrescribeinstruction,can be likened to a section of a rail-

road track with the initial and terminal points well marked.

One can recall'walking the endless series of ties, the small

steps evenly spaced. One is immediately aware of any false

S
1



steps, catching the foot between the ties yet easily scrambling

baWup the next int4 'lied step. "?
t.

Dr: Hunt's analogy is very simple but yet one can learly sde that'in IPI the

. , . .

student understands the goals of the program and what skills he will need to master

in order to accomplish h s goals.
).

,

... '-'-, v

As it it is important for each individual reading program, chi IPI has distinguishing

7

featUres which corroborates the program-1 being an individually prescribed method Rf

instruction.. These features are:

1. continuous progress

2., mastering of needed skills

3. achievement in sub ect matter

4. programmed inst ction

5. systems adal sis

6. behavioral objectives

Teachers are cautioned of confusing IPI with IRP. (Individualized Reading

Program) Though in a school setting IPI and IRP are usually well combined. IPI

deals with the aspect of cognitive learning while IRP deals 'th the aspedl of

learning affectively, As there are six distinguishing featur

distinguishing features,of IRP. Though they may seem to contra?

s of IPI, there are also'''

s.

t one alipther, they

work very well when,. combined in a classroom learning experience -These eatures are:

1. learning by discovery.

2. leAhing to-learn

-# 3. personal growth

4. self-direction

5. - individual productivity

°

6. self-selection

After comparing the features of IPI and IRP, one may say that Isis unatrtictured '

when compared to IPI. The structure for a systematic approach_for IRP cannot be
.



-outlined in a manual but will be found in the mind of the teacher. The secret of

this progrm'it to transfer this structure from the teacher's mind to the mind ofo

the child. The major concern is that the teacher must have a clear and Constant ,

4-pproach or she will become lost in themaze of teaching.

Dr. Hunt has created a formula which may assist the teacher who is creating her

8

own IRP structure. The forMula o+s=p is the key to success-, The o in the formula

pertains to openness, thei8ea' of person involvement based on interest?.. The s stands

for stability. Unless stability is maintained, Productivity (p) is reduced. Though .

the formula is 1he 'key, stability is the answer for 'RP.

Two major concepts of individualization has been presented in this section\

Reading Systems. A distinction has been bade.betweenthe two-forms., The difference

is not of structxr%,of IPIvs. IRP but rather one of t tuei of the structures..

C. "The Use of Traditional Programs In The Teaching /of Reading"

)

For years the use of ( ngle textbooks series constituted a "basal" reading
, -,/ . \

program in many elementary schools. From 190-1950, some>of these elementary schools

began to use two or more series of "basal" kooks, these additional series were re
. -

ferred to as a "cobasal"Nseries. Thus, today many schools have adopted a "basal" ,

or a "cobasal" as as having employed comparable books to use as supplementary

material. Althongh.these'hasal materials are usually designed for grades 1 through

6, some textbook companies have designed and expanded their series.so they will

encompass high school pupils.

.

The use of the traditional or-basal program is markedly different from the

'Individualizeereading program. They are different wherein the basal,propzam grouping

is based on the reading level of children while grouping on an indi idualized program

is based on -the need for skill cvelopment. Once children in a basal program have been

grouped, they are subjected to a predetermined pace set by the rest. of their group
'.

.

.

as well as directions given by their teacher. Also, once in this group they are subject ,

, .

10
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to.t1Multaneous instruction according to the highly defined procedureg in the teacher's

manual.

The basal reader is designed with carefui control and grgdual introduction of

vocabulary, concepts and mechanical features which research has demonstrated create ,

learning problems for the pupil as he develops his reading skills._ In addition,

' the basal'reader textbook is a reading anthology of short stories or a collection of

excerpts from well known original stories and books.

The'teacher's manual is an essential tool of a structured basal program. Tf

. k
full and correct use'of a basal program is to be used, knowledge of the proper use

of the-manual is required. It is only by consulting the manual that the teacher may,

learn the sequence of skills and abilities th* program is designed to develop. The

teacher's manual suggests; it does not dictate. There is no way a manual may replace

an intelligent and concerned teacher of reading. The teacher must be "flexible"

as well as adapt suggestions made by the manual. The manual serves as a guideline

but the results achieved are only as good as the teacher that used the manual.

4
Another integral facet of the structured program is the proper use of the accbm-

,.

panying workbooks. This facet of the program muse be used with discretion. The

workbook usually provides a follow-up on, the skills taught through the basal, reader

lesson, while some serve as preparatory activities prior to reading selections from

the reader. In either of these cases, .the construction of the worlbook provides

additional practice on vocabulary, word recognition skills and comprehension abilities,

which are essential to the sequence and scope of the basal program.. No author can

ever hope to prepare a program which will be a "perfect fit" fOr every child. Here

again the teacher's professional judgment of supplement, to adapt and to reject is

required. A

By skillful grouping, by the well chosen selection of activities, suggested by

the manual, and by the use of supplementary materials, the skillful teacher can

a,
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' her methods of instruction as to fit the varied capL:dlities and'differentiate
. , .

interests of her children. This statement implies that the basal reading program has

defijiite strengths, which it does. Dr.'Harry Sartain has compiled a list Of the

strengths of the basal program. They are:

- 1. a carefully.and repeated vocabulary.

2.. a logically arranged and complap,sequence of reading skills

3. an introduction Co "variety of wellselected literature

' 4. a gr Ping of related stories and poems into units which develop a

concept or valUe more than a single selection or example can do.
.

5. a listing of related books and stories'which can be read ihdependently

by the children
-\

6. a variety of stiggaltions for independent learning actcities

related to the readings.

'_7. opportunitievto relate reading instruction to the, other language

arts through group interaction.

8. practice materials which are closely related-to skills developed

through the basic book,

9.' opportunities to-Prepare the child for reading the basic selection--

developing concepts.and setting purposes--sO that he can read with

understanding and a feeling of success.
,

, :

The advantages may be used to

.

jtpe a basal program's strengths but also the
,

.

. .

result of the teac er's.remarks to children and skill of using the basal program are

.

sub-strengths..but ery essential inyetermining the worth of.such a program.

Prior to ilplem ting a basal program, one gust understand the principles tor

effective use of a structured program. For further findings and research on the

bagel reader program, you may wish to refer to:

a. Edwards, 'Phyllis. "Individualizing Your Basic Reading Program.": Grade'

Teacher,) 80 (2- 63),'16, 132, 133.

11 k
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. Johnson, Rodney H. "Individualized and Basal'Primary Reading Programs."'
. ,

have <

Elementary English, 42 (12- 1965), 902-904.

. Sartain, Harry W. The Place Of Individualized Reading InA Well Planned

*ON

It

Program, Ginn Contributions in Reading No.'28. Boston: Giffin '65.

D. "The Inservice Program"
/4'

i ,......,/

.
, 0

Teacher inservicvis usually thought of as a means by which an individual or

s.
.. ,.

.:°
.

group will "lecture" for a period Of time and telliyou What doing wrong.

Inservice programs in local schools have decreased over tecen '-ars. The main

,

reason for. his is the lack of funds within the local level as wt11 as the Federal

- -

SchOol districts are being forced to go to1 or'2 day inservice formats for dn.

entire year. Though the inservice is-usually designed around'teacher needs or requests,

we must adMit-1 or. .2 days is a
/

thdrop in the buCket. Granted, is may-pspur int(erestill
J

and exci tement, a long rang program should be the goal.
410;

Otto and Erickson in their IRA monograph, Insetvice Education to Improve Readin
4

Instruction, emphasize the ."process" of inservice. Thi "process" of 5 steps is the

integral portion of an

The Needs Setting A

Evaluating Results.
v./

inservice Program. Otte-end Erickson suggest: Identifying

Goal-=Stating The..Objectives-Splecting Activities

Obviously, if one were to follow these steps for inservice, the next concern wou
., .

.

be that (4 implementation of, the inservice. Budgetary problems begin to .taketiieit
- .

e.

.

s

r --- 4 -,i .0'
; .-..

toll during Ihis operation. As one may infer, I am not discussing 1 or 2 day inservice

4 40 -
4.

formats. The goal here is a long term format that is sequenced rep. one meeting date

. t.

to another. One such example is the "Elmwood Reading IfisEruction and Inservice

,,

Ptogram. " This, small mural school has ha(1105 hours of inservice in the past*2 years.
..

To reaffirm the position on budgetary problems, I° must state that this program could

nothaye been realized without Federal funding through ESEA Title III.

1.3,
e*,
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The Elmwood'inservice format was designed and conducted by Dr15Joseph S. Nemeth

,-,

of Bowling Green University. Following Otto:and Erickson's "process" for inerviAt,

12

Dr. Nemeth has developed a three year plan or 'a 145 hour formht for inservice: This

skills of: vocabular

sion, and study skills within content jubjec disciplines. 111#

We must not lose sight,of the gaol of this type of program - namely to improire
,

e..i.# A"---.

reading instruction. vInservice formats are good if they are structuril,and seqteAced.

The basic problem being budgetary. It is difficult, if not impossible, to budget

for inservice when major'cutbacks are being Made in all areas of the curriculum.

E.. College Reading Improvement Programs
'PM

A rude awakening may sometimes face many college students upon their arrival to

college campuses. -A sample weeks reading for a college 'freshman may amount to

856,300 words. If read at the rate of 250 words per minute, a studen coula spend

57 hours of reading each week.
3

Undoubtedly, this becomes a very pres,ute-:packed

situation. Reading this vast corius of words may not be the most difficult task but

comprehending and experiencing the new vocabulary concepts couldlweaken even the

strongest student. ',,Nany college stud face thkiktyPe of problem and require some

form of educational assistance.

In most, and certainly there are exceptions, colleges and universities students

may be referred to academic tutors for assistance within, a specified discipline. This

approach is adequate for the discipline but does not fulfill the students why require
* -

assistance in reading skills or study methods.

One type of Reading Improvement program in existence may be located in the educa-

tion department of a University. This type of program, usually offered on a non-credit

basis, is designed to encompass reading and study methods within a one to three hour

weekly class session. The students are introduced to speed reading techniques and

programmed reading materials. The Diagnostics are based upon a pre-post settingoU
14
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with standardized survey inetruments: Too often times, a cla setting of this nature

may requi e'an additional fee. The fee is used to offset,any expenses occurred

during the quarter /'semester of operation. 'It is possible the fee may limit the

quantity as well as quality of students' enrolling into such a program.

A program in operation at Virginia Polytechnic Institute and, State University

attempts to offset this problem by having the program offered free to all.students.

This program piicretates from the Counseling Center; which may offer counseling to all
. so

.

students, not only in reading and study skills, but in all areas of career, personal,

and social concerns.'

The Virginia Tech program also may go one step farther than some programs in that

not only are 'classes offered and a self-help Reading and Study Skills Lab available
"

for student use each quarter, but many outreach programs are offered to dormitories

or groups within the college structure. The Counseling Center staff, with the assis-

tance of res advisors and peer helpers, attempts to reach many of the Tech

stu ith reading and study concerns during each quarter of the school year.

Universities must become more involved with the reading/study skills need of

their etudents. As a university or college is classified as a higher form of educa-

tion, all concerned should consider a Reading/Study Skills Progiam a priority.

The pprpose of this study has been to introduce to'yo, as well as refresh yolir

4

memory, on some current methods for improving reading instruction. By no means is it

intended to sell or proclaim, one method better than another. You the teacher and/or

administrator will have to decide which.proram is better for your students,based upon

_their needs as well as your knowledge of a particular method.

15
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